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Well Design Studio is a community-centered design studio
with a focus on serving the needs of nonprofits and
municipalities. Started in 2015, the studio uses an interdisciplinary approach to creating award-winning designs with a
diverse team of graphic and interactive designers, developers, copywriters and marketing strategists with fluency in
Spanish and Bosnian. The studio’s approach is to provide
high-quality design and communications by truly understanding your constituents and helping to elevate their voice
and ensure your brand walks alongside them.

Founded by partners Josh Leffingwell and Tyler Doornbos
and lead designer Amar Džomba, Well has been active in
the West Michigan community, serving in appointed and
board positions for nearly a decade.
Well has been able to create this connection with clients
including Kids Food Basket, Outdoor Discovery Center,
Grand Rapids Public Schools, West Michigan Academy of
Environmental Science, Kellogg Foundation, Classis
Holland, City of Holland and many others.
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Project: City Built Brewing

Client: City Built Brewing Co.
Skills: Design, branding, collateral, photography,
videography

City Built about to open a new brewery in an already saturated brewery market. Knowing Well has helped small
organizations differentiate, City Built contracted with Well Design to work on setting their brand apart.
We began with expanding their somewhat stale black and green logo and expanded it to match the vibrancy of their
Puerto Rican inspired food, and their locally unique beer styles. Well also worked with them to create a video that
showcased the energy of the brewery and the staff that makes the brewery feel alive. The result has been one of the
most successful launches of a local brewery since the opening of Brewery Vivant in 2010.
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Project: Get Real Campaign
Client: Kent County Health Department
Skills: Community-centered Design, Copywriting, Branding,
Graphic Design, Advertising

Well Design Studio was engaged by Kent County Health
Connect to create campaign using CDC REACH grant
funds. The objective was the concepting and execution
of a localized health campaign that encourages Kent
County to engage in healthier behaviors.
The foundation for the campaign was the Healthy
Corner Stores program, which creates small oases of
fresh food in Kent County food deserts. These are often
overlooked by those using the corner stores, and the
primary directive was to develop a campaign that called
attention to this excellent program. Well would create
the concept; develop the messaging, materials and
original design; design and develop a web presence for
the campaign; and support the KCHC staff as they
made the campaign public in Fall 2018.
Utilizing original research at the point of use – the
Grand Rapids area Healthy Corner Stores – Well worked
to understand the motivations of the Kent citizens who
would receive the messaging. The “light bulb moment”
came when we asked who had taught them about
healthy behaviors.
To a one, our interviewees brought up an influencer
– mother, grandmother, older brother, neighbor or other
person key to their understanding of good health. When
we asked what they learned, the answers were always

Reference:
Cassie Kobler
Public Health Program Supervisor
Kent County Health Department
(616) 632-7239
Cassandra.Kobler@kentcountymi.gov

commonplace, even mundane, but the impact was
profound, and had stuck with our subject since they
first heard it.
Using this as the compelling common thread, we
created the GET REAL campaign, which centered on
everyday Kent County residents lending common sense
advice to the effort. From a Fulton Street Farmer’s
Market worker emphasizing the health impact of simple
eating, to a mother of three recommending a nature-rich childhood, these simple, actionable pieces of
advice were the spark that inspired every other part of
the campaign.
To supplement these bits of wisdom, we created
easy-to-use resource cards, which helped users find 25+
ways to Eat Real, Live Real, Be Real and Grow Real in
the Grand Rapids area. The cards included activities
such as hiking Provin Trails and enjoying free yoga at
Fountain Street Church. The rest of the campaign
included poster, outdoor, a program guide, bus boards,
a website and many more print and digital assets.
All assets were developed in English and Spanish, and
included original photos and voices of real Kent County
residents living – and encouraging each other to live –
their healthiest lives.

Project: Challenge Scholars
Client: Grand Rapids Public Schools & Grand Rapids
Community Foundation
Skills: Community-centered Design, Copywriting, Branding

Well Design Studio worked with Grand Rapids Public
Schools and Grand Rapids Community Foundation to
guide the parent-focused marketing for their joint
Challenge Scholars program, a promise scholarship for
students graduating from Union High School. While
many in the community support the Challenge Scholars,
many parents were not encouraging their students to
participate. Through research, utilizing WDS’s community-centered design approach in conjunction with the
Westside Collaborative, the firm found that parents did
not understand the scholarship, and once they understood the project, our team found that the current
messaging was not sending the appropriate message.
As an example, the original marketing was focused on
this idea of “free college” and “dream big. However,
through research, we learned that those ideas were
missing the mark and, for free college, we were sending
the wrong message to parents and students. Instead,
our parents were looking to for support with education
and setting their kids up for success. Our message
changed to, “You’ve bought their school clothes, let us
pay for their college,” and variations on that idea. This
message focused on the support and the pride a parent
takes in helping their child.

Reference:
Cris Kutzli
Program Director
Grand Rapids Community Foundation
616.454.1751 ext 118
ckutzli@grfoundation.org

As this program targets a heavily Latinx community,
Well Design Studio developed messaging using a
Spanish-first copywriting approach. The firm wrote
distinct copy in both English and Spanish that better fit
the needs of the community. Further, Well developed a
new program that worked with “champions,” which are
nonprofits and businesses that serve this population, to
help promote the scholarship and cheer on the students
as they achieve their goals.

“Our work with Well Design has been productive and
successful for Challenge Scholars—the firm helped with
revitalizing communication strategy, deep research with
constituents, collateral material design and designing
messaging and action around a grassroots effort. The work is
high quality and thoughtful.”
– Cris Kutzli, Challenge Scholars Director, Grand Rapids
Community Foundation

Project: Vote Rapid Yes
Client: Friends of Transit
Skills: Messaging, Campaign Strategy, Web Design, Graphic
Design, Branding, Photography

Reference:
David Bulkowski
Executive Director
Disability Advocates of Kent County
616-949-1100 ext 228
dave.b@dakc.us

In 2016, Well was contracted by Friends of Transit to
run the Vote Rapid Yes millage campaign to ensure
funds for transit would remain available across the six
participating cities.

on reaching early voters and talking individually with
residents of the six cities. This individual outreach
paired with strong messaging of the necessity of transit,
the campaign was able to secure nearly 75% of the vote.

Well was responsible for campaign organization,
messaging, campaign design, campaign strategy,
assembling the early voting campaign and execution of
outreach all the way down to providing maps for
volunteer door knockers. With an opposition campaign
from the bus drivers union, the campaign was focused

This outreach was not only able to reach new voters, the
campaign won cities that had not supported transit in
the past including Walker and Grandville - a huge
success for transit across the region.

VOTE YES ON NOVEMBER 7

BRAND EXAMPLES:FACEBOOK
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Over the past decade The Rapid has been able

The Rapid is an essential service to
thousands across the region - 80% of

to create one of the best transit systems in the
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Paid for by
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2357 Academy Dr.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

our community rolling.

Project: MCC

Client: Michigan Chemistry Council
Skills: Website Design

Well worked with the Michigan Chemistry Council, an industry group representing the statewide chemical
industry, to create an education site for students and teachers to connect with companies, learn about chemistry
and download resources. The site featured a customized index that helps users find exactly what they’re looking for.

Project: AMS Family
Websites

Client: Components Engineering
Skills: Website Design

Well created a family of sites for Automated Machine Systems, a Grandville-based automation and ERP systems
provider. Each site was required to fit the overall design and brand scheme, and were built on connected
platforms to ease management.

Project: CE/TPP Branding

Client: Components Engineering
Skills: Branding, Copywriting, Photography,
Website Design

CE came to us with a need to improve their branding. They had recently acquired the company, and it’s brand
had not been updated in 15 years. We revamped their branding, created new collateral and worked with CE to
redefine how a gage and fixture company should look.

osition

Brand Identity Guidelines

Primary Full Flat Colour
This is the primary logo to
use. This is your main go-to
version of the logo, except
for limited exceptions
below. Logo can be display
in either blue or red with
logotype remaining black.

3 Logo styles

Full Tone Greyscale
The greyscale version can
be used for higher quality,
but still B/W print
reproduction, where a finer
halftone screen is used.

Solid Black
The solid black version is
only to be used for Fax, and
some forms of black/white
commercial printing
applications, such as local
newspapers etc, where
course halftones screens
are used.

Improve Quality. Reduce Cost.
Solid white
The drive for higher productivity and better
results within the manufacturing industry
has highlighted the need for an improvement

Key inspection
areas where an
AIS excels

in production inspection. An automated

• Dimension

• Color Value

• Flatness

• Texture Value

• Hole Location

• Temperature Control

• Hole Diameter

inspection machine from Component
Engineering, integrated throughout or
at key points of your production process,
is a cost-effective way to improve output
while reducing cost.

Benefits to
your business

• Higher quality parts,

• Reduced recalls

assemblies, and

• Regulatory compliance

ﬁnished products

• Improvements

• Reduced waste / rework
• Improved production
throughput

in parts supplies
• Customer
peace-of-mind

The solid white version can
be used in environments
that require a clean
aesthetic. Can also be used
over photography or video.

Project: Fruition Branding

Client: Fruition Analytics
Skills: Branding

Fruition, a startup business intelligence firm, asked Well to create a strong and positive brand that presented
a professional image and embodied the company’s name. We delivered a progressive and smart brand that
represents the firm’s technical prowess.

PRIMARY BRANDMARK

LOGO VARIATIONS

BUSINESS CARD & REPORT EXAMPLE

BUSINESS CARD & REPORT EXAMPLE

Project: Acuitas Branding

Client: Acuitas
Skills: Branding, Copywriting, Photography,
Website Design

Well rebranded Lansing power brokers Acuitas, giving their conventional image a slick and modern
makeover, and creating a new website along with the brand. The new look shows Acuitas as an unmatched
firm in political consulting.

Acuitas is a full-service,
multidimensional government
relations and creative firm in
Lansing, Detroit and Chicago.

A C U I TA S

BRAND G

Logo Design

LOGO

The mark (cloud only logo) should be used only in situations where
the user is already familiar with the Acuitas brand.
VA R I AT I O N S

A pure white logo should be used on darker backgrounds, or where
the brand colors would clash. Similarly, a single color logo can be
used in any of the brand colors, or black.
Never edit the logo. Don’t change the spacing of the letters or
change the orientation of the logo or mark. No added effects
should be used for on the logo (such as image fills, textures,
A C U I TA S

blurring, glow effects, etc.)
Always consider logo spacing when placing the full logo or mark.
The space around the logo varies depending on it’s size. However,
you can always take the height of the logo and use that as the
amount of space between the logo and other content.

BRAND GUIDELINES

Project: Barns into
Birdhouses

Client: Heart and Eagle
Skills: Branding, Photography, Website Design

Heart and Eagle came to us with website cobbled together over multiple developers, lacking a solid funnel
to create sales of the company’s gorgeous handmade birdhouse product. We worked with Heart and Eagle to
design a unique identity that put photography front and center. The focus was put on not only on the product but
on the bird — which is ultimately where the customer’s interests lie.
With the new site focused on creating sales and copywriting focused on telling the story of these unique
birdhouses and the conservation ethic embodied in the designs, the website finally communicates what Heart
and Eagle embodies: the ability to win back just a small piece of nature for wildlife.

Project: To & Fro
		Activewear

Client: To & Fro Activewear
Skills: Branding, Website Design, Copywriting, Marketing,
Content Planning, Collateral Design

To & Fro is an activewear boutique in Ada that needed to find a way to look like both a local shop and a big brand
with a goal to attract some of the most significant brands in the industry to their first store. While they knew their
store would be something special, large brands are wary of working with small shops, so To & Fro needed a brand
that would project the idea of a top tier activewear retailer.
Well was brought in to create a logo and establish a brand that could look every bit as strong as Lululemon or other
national competitors. This would attract not only customers but the brands they desired. By launch, they were able
to sign every activewear brand that they had approached across the nation, and now have brands asking when they
are expanding based around the buzz created from their logo and their Love Yourself campaign.

WEBSITE

tofroshop.com
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Project: Meadow Ridge
Financial

Client: Meadow Ridge Financial
Skills: Branding, Website Design, Copywriting,
Content Planning

Meadow Ridge Financial is Anastasia Weisse’s first company, and she has a clear vision for the type of financial
services that she wants to offer. She wants to be more than simply a financial advisor, but to truly understand the
goals of her clients and guide them to making the right decisions for their families.
In her branding and website process, we worked with her to keep the brand soft and focused on imagery evoking
paths and guidance. The site was created to speak about more than her services and talks specifically about her
to build trust and create comfort. Because of this approach, clients view her as an approachable person-focused
alternative to the larger firms in the area.

YOUR PATH TO
FINANCIAL SUCCES S

Project: GR Champs League
Client: Grand Rapids Champs League
Skills: Messaging, Campaign Strategy, Web Design, Graphic
Design, Branding, Photography

Devoted Grand Rapids community members and soccer
players hosted the city’s first Grand Rapids Champions
League in the summer of 2015. The neighborhoods of
Grand Rapids played against each other throughout the
season for the league title, with the intent of creating
community between the citizens of GR.
The Champs League faces many challenges in the
coming years, mainly from time and budget, so a
brand was created to help remedy these issues. The
“Good game. Good day.” tag and branding grew with
the intent to capture the casual spirit of the pickup
game and communicate the fun. Each element of the
brand was crafted with minimal budget and produc-

Reference:
Max Dillivan
Head of Parliment
Grand Rapids Champs League
231-571-5000
maxwelldillivan@gmail.com

tion time in mind. Focus was also put on ensuring the
campaign reflected the diversity of the league and
languages of the players.
Through the branding process, Well identified all
materials that the various teams were using and worked
to bring together cohesion in the brand. Further, we
developed a voice, a style, and using a handwritten font, a
crafted alphabet that each team could use to write their
own messages using this new brand. Assets developed
included the grchampsleague.org website, flyers, posters,
social media collateral, patches and other game assets.

WEBSITE

SOCIAL

POSTERS

Project: Festival of the Arts

Client: Festival of the Arts
Skills: Branding, Website Design

Festival of the Arts is a Grand Rapids institution, with a brand designed the legendary modernist Alexander
Calder. We were tasked with translating Calder’s unique brand vision into a compelling website. We created
new forms, inspired by Calder’s body of work, to extend the brand into the digital space. The result is a bright,
inspiring site that takes Festival into its 50th year with style.
ORGANIZATION BRANDING

EVENT BRANDING

Festival
of the
Arts

Festival branding has a very strong and unwavering look and feel.
Yearly branding will need to carefully consider this and make sure
it works with the logo.

Yearly event branding allows your organization to show it’s evolution visually. While it doesn’t need to differ drastically, touching
up the brand helps people understand that they’re walking into a
new experience.

Project: Women &
Environment

Client: West Michigan Environmental Action Council
Skills: Branding, design, collateral, photography

West Michigan Environmental Action Council’s Women and the Enivronment Symposium has long been a stuffy
conference of policy makers and activists, but they recently decided that they wanted it to have a more modern
fun feel that would recruit new attendees.
Well created a logo mark and brand that felt more youthful and gave attendees a sense that this was going to be
a prominent event to attend and learn about the intersection of health, environment and gender. The result was
their most well-attended event series in the history of the event, with first time attendees making up over 50% of
the attendees.

Project: AmplifyGR

Client: Devos Family Foundations
Skills: Branding, design, collateral

The Devos Foundation came to Well with a new organization that will be working in a neighborhood on Grand
Rapids’ south east side to help improve entrepreneurship and bring new jobs to the area. They needed a brand
and vision that would help to ensure that this upstart organization would be able to quickly gain legitimacy,
while still helping to reflect the good happening already in the community. The goal with the organization and
the brand was to not simply come in, but “amplify” the work being done by infusing organization, programming
and money. Well helped in naming, branding and executing that brand.
The mark and overall brand was focused around this idea of amplifying people and voices in the community.
We wanted to use the lines off of the GR to focus attention on the work being done by community members. We
wanted the colors to be bright and loud to draw your eye to the action, to the faces, and to the work happening
across the south east side.

Visual Brand Guide

Iconography
The burst is the mark of
Amplify GR. It embodies the
energy and forward movement
that the organization carries.
It allows Amplify to communicate the motion, excitement,
and positivity of an evolving
neighborhood. The burst should
remain the most recognizable
part of Amplify’s brand. Other
iconography is encouraged, and
should always follow the visual
direction of the burst.

By positively impacting
the place, we aspire to
remove systemic barriers
and create conditions
that allow people to
transform their lives
and break the cycle of
intergenerational poverty.

Headline Font — Futura

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?.,@#$%
Body Font — Sabon

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?.,@#$%

Project Staffing & Partner Overview
Josh Leffingwell is a Partner having served as Communications Director of the West Michigan
Environmental Action Council. Before Well, Josh ran a digital marketing studio with clients
including Biggby Coffee and University of Notre Dame.

JOSH
LEFFINGWELL

Josh has certifications in Grant Writing from the Grantsmanship Center, Facilitation Design
Certification from the AIGA, and training in Human-Centered Design from Kendall College of
Art and Design. He has served as Co-Chair of the East Hills Council of Neighbors, member of the
National Equity Project’s REAL Center Cohort, and Vice Chair of the Vital Streets Oversight
Commission, a mayoral appointed position.

Tyler is a Partner and Web Developer and Designer with over a decade in the industry, but his
focus is truly on helping clients create solutions, however they are found. With an entrepreneurial mindset, Tyler challenges the Well team to judge everything they do on whether it solves the
problem for the client.

TYLER
DOORNBOS

AMAR
D Zˇ O M B A

He has experience in creating these solutions for clients in numerous sectors, and has spent time
working in the web departments of Grand Valley State University and Meijer, where he learned
firsthand what large organizations need to make their systems work. Tyler donates his time by
sitting on the Friends of Grand Rapids Parks - Parks Alive Committee and helps coach and assist
aspiring entrepreneurs of color through SpringGR.

Amar Džomba is a Partner and Designer with skills in video, motion graphics, publication
design, user interface design and branding. As a refugee from Bosnia, Amar’s experience in the
United States has helped shape his goals and set him on a community-oriented design path.
Amar’s award-winning work has built the profiles of organizations such as the Grand Rapids
Champs Soccer League, the DisArt festival, West Michigan Environmental Council, Whole
Foods, and the DAL School Milk Project in Sudan.

Project Staffing

SAM CORNWELL
DESIGNER

Sam started her career as a photographer before becoming an award winning
designer. She utilizes her multidisciplinary education to solve design communication problems creatively and help clients engage with their audience in new ways.
From developing brand identities to designing websites, Sam enjoys the creative
challenge, working directly with Well’s clients, and pushing herself and clients to
produce at the highest level. She has been fortunate to be able to give back to her
community through her work with Help Portrait, and Code for Good West Michigan.
Sam helps Well’s clients develop their brand, photography and user interfaces.

Meahgan is a designer with experience in both print and digital. As a recent graduate of the Grand Circus Front-end Coding Bootcamp, she is focused on becoming a
designer and developer.
She is proud to be involved with the Women of Color Creatives and is excited to be
able to use design to help her community through Code for Good West Michigan.
MEAHGAN GOEMAN
DESIGNER
Cam is an entrepreneur with a passion for unique web design achieved through a
clear process. He focuses on guiding strategic initiatives so that each website project
accomplishes its target objectives. His goal is to make sure that when you work with
him, you won’t find yourself confused about “what’s next?”
For Well, he helps turn the vision of our designers and the passion of organizations
into the digital realm with beautiful and thoughtful websites.
C A M VA N D E R S L U I S
DEVELOPER

Thank you!
For any questions or concerns, please contact Josh Leffingwell
josh@welldesignstudio.com / 616.828.6278

